Advanced Core Discussion Questions
Please turn in your individual response

How important do you consider an advanced core class within the UCCS core curriculum?

Not important at all  Essential

Which approach do you feel is more appropriate:

_____ Uniform class required of all students
_____ Multiple format class required of all students

How well does the Knowledge In Action theme fit UCCS General Education Goals?

Not at all  Perfectly

How interested would you be in developing a Knowledge In Action course?

Not at all Interested  Extremely Interested

What are some topics or approaches in your discipline that might be suited to a Knowledge In Action course?

Which formats would be most suited to your discipline, rate the following from 1-5 with 1 being least appropriate, 5 being most appropriate:

_____ Team taught  _____ Field Course
_____ Team taught cross-disciplinary  _____ Service based course
_____ Travel Course  _____ Seminar

What are the most important issues to address in developing the Knowledge In Action framework?